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Annual Report for Year 2 (2017-2018) 
 

Grant #S356A160007 
Koniag Education Foundation’s 

Community Mentorship Program 
 
 
PROJECT OVERVIEW  
 
In September of 2016, the Koniag Education Foundation (KEF) was awarded a grant from the 
Department of Education under the Alaska Native Education Program for its Community 
Mentorship Program.  This multi-faceted project focuses on student achievement, teacher 
retention, and parent and community engagement in six outlying communities in the Kodiak 
Island Borough School District (KIBSD): Akhiok, Larsen Bay, Old Harbor, Port Lions, Karluk, and 
Ouzinkie.  
 
The project had two major goals: to increase Alaska Native secondary student graduation rates 
and facilitate higher education pursuits among high school graduates. As means toward those 
goals, the team had two secondary goals: to increase community involvement in schools and 
improve teacher retention rates. 
 
The project proposed to focus on these issues by implementing a community mentorship 
project.  Through this project, families are to be empowered and facilitated; schools are to 
improve through teacher orientation and culturally-relevant teaching; student progress is to be 
recorded and reported to their parents; needs assessments are to identify and address the 
most immediate needs of the students; parents and community members are to be more 
involved in their villages’ schools; and mentors are to connect with students offering 
information about careers and college success.  
 
After two years of operation, planned project activities changed while remaining within the 
objectives and general framework of the original plan. During the first year, one of the villages, 
Karluk, asked to be dropped from the project. During the second year, a new staffing model 
was adopted, some planned activities were discontinued and others added, and the logic model 
was revised accordingly.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY FOR YEAR 2 
 
After reviewing the accomplishments and challenges encountered during Year 1 of the grant, 
and after reviewing the results of student, teacher, and parent assessments, KEF management 
made program and staffing changes while remaining in compliance with the stated goals and 
objectives of the grant. The major changes made were: 
 

• Rather than provide teachers with direct professional development workshops on 
Alutiiq culture, KEF staff decided to plan and implement Alutiiq cultural activities for the 
entire community, including teachers. 

• Similarly, rather than expect teachers to offer frequent culture-based activities in the 
classroom, KEF planned to stage those activities once a year in each location. In 
addition, KEF inform teachers of the existing cultural resources that are available online. 

• Rather than require KEF locally-based staff to have continuous and frequent one-on-one 
contact with students, distance-based KEF mentors were to contact students 
periodically to help them navigate through the public school system toward post-
secondary education (PSE). 

• Mentoring toward PSE was to be enhanced through a weeklong Immersion camp in 
Anchorage for KIBSD high school students. 

• In response to a needs assessment conducted by the evaluators in 2016-17, plans were 
made to provide direct training for the Advisory School Board (ASB) members in the 
villages served under this grant. This training was to be offered in conjunction with 
KIBSD with a goal of reinforcing the empowerment of parents and families in the 
education of their children. 

• These changes were accompanied by staffing changes, as follows: 
o The Rural Education Specialist was replaced by a Rural Education Coordinator in 

March 2018. 
o Raven’s Group, an indigenous program management and evaluation firm, was 

hired to provide ASB training and run the weeklong Immersion experience for 
KIBSD youth. 

o During Year 1 of the project, Rural Education Advocates had been assigned to 
each community. During Year 2, two rather than five REAs were retained to 
serve all communities. 

o Five mentors were placed on stipend to contact students in their assigned 
communities, though at the end of the year this number was reduced to two. 

 
In addition, regular team meetings involving KEF management, Raven’s Group, a workshop 
facilitator, the Rural Education Coordinator, the two Rural Education Advocates, one of the 
mentors, and the evaluator were scheduled and held. 
 
These changes have resulted in a more smoothly running project with a unified vision that is 
followed by all team members. The goals and objectives are reviewed at each team meeting to 
ensure that all activities are coordinated and aimed toward those goals. 
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During Year 2, data collection of village-based contacts (with both students and parents) was 
spotty until the new Rural Education Coordinator came on board in March 2018. The individual 
hired for this position is organized and has provided detailed reports of activities since her 
hiring, although there are still a few glitches, as is discussed below. 
 
These changes have resulted in an improved program that is beginning to see results in two of 
the three goals, increases in community engagement with the schools and increased knowledge 
of and opportunities for PSE among the students. The latter improvement in turn relates to 
improved high school graduation rate. The third objective, to increase teacher retention, has 
been only indirectly addressed by offering culture-based programs and online information 
within the communities as supplements to classroom activities. These opportunities have yet to 
yield observable changes in the target schools. 
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PROJECT OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES 
 
During the 2017-18 grant year, staff revised its logic model to more accurately reflect planned 
activities and the realities of what was feasible to accomplish. This new model indicates what 
was anticipated to occur and how it was to be measured. Objective 2 in the table below is also a 
program-wide objective (GPRA – Grant Performance Report measure) for the funding agency, 
the US Department of Education, through its Alaska Native Education Program. 
 

Objective  Outcomes Outputs (Or Activities) Measures 
Objective 1: 
Increase Alaska 
Native family and 
community 
engagement in 
schools by 30%.  

Outcome 1: Additional 
participation in ASB 
meetings. 
 
Outcome 2: Improved 
perception of ASB 
members’ ability to 
effect change. 

Output 1: Needs assessment of 
community, family, and student needs. 
 
Output 2: Design and Deliver, in 
coordination with a contractor, a 1- day 
educational youth empowerment 
workshop for students and community 
members [in combination with TAY Oct. 
2017] in Years 2 and 3. 
 
Output 3: KEF REAs will design and 
facilitate 1 Family, School and 
Community Engagement opportunities 
per semester in each community. 
 
Output 4: Facebook is maintained; 
families and community members use it 
for information and community-building. 
 
Output 5: KEF will provide training for 
ASB members consisting of 2 video 
conferences and 1 in-person meeting 
each during Years 2 and 3. 
 
Output 6: Facilitator (Lena) and REC 
(Melissa) will hold a Spring Caravan in 
Ouzinkie and Port Lions, and a summer 
caravan in Old Harbor, Akhiok, and 
Larsen Bay. 

Measure 1: Results of Needs 
Assessment, with 
recommendations for next 
steps. 
 
Measure 2: Complete agenda 
of youth empowerment 
workshop, roster of attendance 
by 25 to 30 students; 
completed surveys assessing 
workshop. 
 
Measure 3: End of Year 1: 27 
parents/family members are 
involved in KEF education-
facilitated meetings. (E.g., REA 
meetings, Needs Assessment 
Meetings, Community 
Engagement). 
End of Year 2, 37 
parents/family members are 
involved in KEF-facilitated 
meetings. 
End of Year 3, 47 
parents/family members are 
involved in KEF-facilitated 
meetings. 
 
Measure 4: Parent survey 
results at end of each KEF-
sponsored gathering (including 
caravans) will show substantial 
approval of efficacy. 
 
Measure 5:  Facebook 
engagement by community 
members, to increase each 
year 
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Objective 2:  
Increase Alaska 
Native graduation 
rate from 68% to 
82%. 

Outcome 1: increase 
graduation rate. 
 
Outcome 2: Improved 
attitude toward school 
and graduation. 
 
Outcome 3: Improved 
knowledge of Post-
secondary education 
opportunities. 
 
Outcome 4: Improved 
family knowledge of on-
track status for each 
student. 
 

Output 1:  Distance Mentoring for 
students. 
 
Output 2: In-person, in students’ 
communities, mentoring opportunity 
during REA community visits in Years 2 
and 3. 
 
Output 3: Publicize and maintain web 
portal. 
 
Output 4: KEF provides an Immersion for 
rural high school students to prepare 
them for PSE application and attendance. 
 
Output 5: Develop tracking system to 
ensure that students complete PSE 
applications. 
 
Output 6: Facilitator (Lena) and REC 
(Melissa) will hold a Spring Caravan in 
Ouzinkie and Port Lions, and a summer 
caravan in Old Harbor, Akhiok, and 
Larsen Bay. 
 
 

Measure 1: By year 3, KIBSD 
graduation rate has increased 
to 82%.  
 
Measure 2: Student attitude 
surveys done at the beginning 
of each student’s attendance at 
the Immersion and at the end 
of his/her attendance (may be 
1 or 2 Immersions, depending 
on the student’s grade level). 
 
Measure 3: Agendas for 
Immersions providing 
information about PSE and 
rosters of students attending. 
 
Measure 4: Enter 50% of 
students into KEF Scholarship 
Database by end of Year 2 and 
100% of students by end of 
Year 3. 
 
Measure 5: Students 
(undetermined percentage) 
express learning and positive 
attitudes at the end of the 
community caravan. 
 

Objective 3:  
Increase teacher 
retention to 60% 
retention by Year 
3 end. 

Outcome 1 Improve 
teacher aides’ skills at 
tutoring and supporting 
classroom teachers. 
 
Outcome 2: Improve 
teacher aides’ 
confidence as 
professionals. 
 
Outcome 3: Increase 
teachers’ knowledge of 
local culture and 
resources. 
 
Outcome 4: Increase 
teachers’ knowledge of 
cultural educational 
resources. 
 

Output 1: Booklet for new teachers. 
 
Output 2: Provide training for teacher 
aides. 
 
Output 3: Alutiiq Education online 
database made available for new 
teachers. 
 
Output 4: Facilitator (Lena) and REC 
(Melissa) will hold a Spring Caravan in 
Ouzinkie and Port Lions, and a summer 
caravan in Old Harbor, Akhiok, and 
Larsen Bay. 
 
 

Measure 1: Teacher aide 
attitude survey; improvement 
between Year 2 and Year 3. 
 
Measure 2: Survey of teacher 
knowledge and use of cultural 
and educational resources 
compared in Years 2 and 3. 
 
Measure 3: Numbers of visits 
to website. 
 

 
Table 1: Logic Model for Community Mentorship Project, Adopted April 2018 
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In addition, the project objectives address a second GPRA indicator established for the 
Community Mentorship Program and assigned by the Department of Education Alaska Native 
Education Program grant guidelines: 
 

• Increase the percentage of students who meet or exceed proficiency standards for 
reading, mathematics, and science on State assessments 

 
This information is provided by the State Department of Education and Early Development 
directly to the US Department of Education, so is not addressed in this report. 
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DATA GATHERING METHODS AND INSTRUMENTS 
 

As external evaluators for the project, Partnow Consulting gathers data through a variety of 
means and instruments, each appropriate to the purpose. Our methods include: 

 
Types of Data 

 
• Assessment and evaluations of changes in knowledge and attitudes of target audience: 

o Parents  
o Students 
o Teachers (discontinued during Year 2 since teachers are no longer a target group 

for the grant) 
• Descriptions of activities 
• Activity records from: 

o Rural Education Coordinator 
o Rural Education Advocates 
o Mentors/mentees 

• Records of internal program team meetings to assess project processes 
 

Assessment Instruments (See Appendix A for Forms 1-4) 
 

• Form #1 A and B: Student Pre- and Post- project Survey  
• Form #2: KEF Community Mentorship Program Student Mentoring Log 
• Form #3: Koniag Education Foundation Survey for Teachers 
• Form #4: KEF Community Mentorship Program Rural Education Advocate Log 
• Evaluation surveys that are administered following each workshop to determine the 

workshop’s perceived effectiveness 
• Focus Group Protocol for students following the Immersion 
• Observation Protocol for project activities 
• Immersion Staff Interview Protocol 

 
Specific Data Collected 
 

• Team Meeting notes 
• Observations  

o TAY, October 2017 
o Rural Leadership Forum, January 2018 
o Spring Caravan to Ouzinkie and Port Lions, May 2018 
o ASB Training, June 2018 
o Student Immersion, August 2018 

• KEF Facebook Page analytics 
• Survey spreadsheets assessing workshops or training 
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o TAY Assessment Survey, October 2017 
o ASB Survey Summary, January 2018 (data from 2016) 
o ASB Needs Survey completed during Rural Leadership Forum, January 2018 
o ASB Training, June 22, 2018 

• Student Pre- and Post Self-Assessments 
o Student Pre self-assessment, October 2017 
o Student Pre- Assessments collected during Immersion, August 2018 
o Student Post-Assessments collected during Immersion, August 2018. 

Unfortunately, these were not administered immediately after the immersion 
due to a glitch in the program. Only five of the fourteen students responded to 
an email request to complete the post-surveys.  
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FINDINGS FOR YEAR 2  
 
KEF requested both formative and summative evaluation – the former to gauge the 
effectiveness of the procedures and communication within the project and with students, 
parents, and teachers, and the latter to indicate the success in achieving program goals. 
 

 
Formative Evaluation 

 
Project Staffing for 2017-18 
 
In order to achieve its goals and objectives, project management adjusted its staffing formula 
during Year 2. As explained in the Year 1 report, finding staff willing to serve as local REAs for 
each of the five villages proved challenging and, in the end, unnecessary. Accordingly, in 2017-
18, KEF determined that the project needed only two REAs who would together serve all 
communities. By the end of Year 2, project staffing was as follows: 
 

• Executive Director of KEF: Jesse Kreger 
• Community Mentorship Project Manager: Germaine Salmine 
• Regional Education Coordinator: Melissa Berns (new) 
• Rural Education Advocates:  

o Michael Rostad  
o Dorinda Kewan 

• Workshop and Immersion Planners (Raven’s Group – new)  
o January Scott 
o Nathanael O’Connor 

• Facilitator (contractual): Lena Jacobs  
• Mentors (new) 

o Dillon Peterson (Akhiok) 
o Leilani Diaz (Larsen Bay) 
o Marn Elvehjem (Old Harbor) 
o Liz Borton (Port Lions) 
o Darsha Squartsoff (Ouzinkie) 

• Evaluator: Patricia Partnow of Partnow Consulting with assistance from Shirley Mae 
Springer Staten 

 
Meetings and Gatherings 2017-18 
 
Project staff participated in a number of activities during Year 2 of the project. Two gatherings, 
the Transition Age Youth (TAY) gathering in Kodiak in October 2017 and Kodiak Archipelago 
Rural Regional Leadership Forum in January 2018, were the result of cooperation and 
partnerships between KEF and other organizations: the former conference with Kodiak Area 
Native Association and the latter with the Kodiak Island Housing Authority.  
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The other activities on the following list, beginning with “Spring Caravan to Ouzinkie and Port 
Lions,” were directly sponsored by KEF. 
 

• TAY (Transition Age Youth, sponsored by KANA) in Kodiak, October 24-28, 2017 
• Kodiak Archipelago Rural Regional Leadership Forum in Kodiak (organized by the KIHA), 

January 25 and 26, 2018 
• Spring Caravan to Ouzinkie and Port Lions, May 14 and 15, 2018 
• ASB training in Kodiak by Raven’s Group, June 22, 2018 
• Immersion in Anchorage for KIBSD high school students, August 13-19, 2018 
• Community Mentorship Team Meetings 

• October 19, 2017 
• December 18, 2017 
• February 7, 2018 
• April 12, 2018 
• April 25, 2018 
• May 30, 2018 
• June 26, 2018 
• July 9, 2018 

 
Responsiveness to Changing Situations 
 
An effective project is a responsive project. In the following paragraphs, we describe how KEF 
dealt with the challenges it faced during its first two years. 
 
As noted in the Year 1 evaluation report, the major challenges KEF faced in the project’s 
beginnings related to staffing, difficulties connecting mentors with mentees, and finding a way 
to increase parental participation in educational activities in their villages.  
 
The mentoring function that was to take place continued to be a problem during Year 2. 
Although five mentors were hired, there was virtually no distance mentoring activity during 
Year 2 (see discussion below on pp. 23 ff.). As a result, the KEF team is considering 
discontinuing this portion of the project. It will be replaced by a repeat of the weeklong 
immersion for high school students, to be held in the early summer of 2019. 
 
The lack of parental participation was both the result and a cause of a feeling of powerlessness 
in having an effect on an educational system. Many parents see the school district as 
unresponsive to the issues that face their children. KEF took positive steps to deal with this 
issue: As described below in the Summative Evaluation section, the organization sponsored or 
co-sponsored three workshops for parents and students in Kodiak and traveled to two villages 
with a “Spring Caravan.” During these meetings, KEF staff helped community members 
understand the authority and power they can wield and determine action steps to do so. 
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An additional issue was the lack of response by teachers to project staff overtures. During the 
first year’s report we noted that teachers said they felt overwhelmed with their school and 
community responsibilities even when they had a teacher’s aide on staff. They were tasked 
with fundraising for various school activities and coaching basketball, and did not feel able to 
add to their workload the coordination of cultural activities or new work with KEF staff. They 
also questioned how the REAs’ supervision would occur.  
 
The issues teachers raised relate to their staying in the villages, the improvement of which was 
a goal of the project. However, with few teachers attending KEF-sponsored activities, and fewer 
agreeing to play an active role in mentoring students or parents, KEF has amended the project’s 
original plan. Rather than undertake teacher workshops that teach teachers to engage in more 
cultural activities – an original intended output during Year 1 – KEF has emphasized 
disseminating information about cultural opportunities to teachers and allowing them to use it 
as they see fit. KEF has accomplished this by supporting various online resources, encouraging 
ASBs to take an active role in welcoming new teachers, and working on a handbook that will 
provide new teachers with information that will ease their entry into their village schools. 
 
 

Summative Evaluation 
 
The objectives, their desired outcomes, the planned outputs, and the measures are listed in 
Table 1 on pp. 5 and 6. This Summative Evaluation section assesses the extent to which each 
objective was met. 
 
Objective 1: Increase Alaska Native family and community engagement in schools by 30%. By 
the end of Year 2, 37 parents were to be involved in school activities.  
 
KEF sponsored or cosponsored a variety of programs attended by 54 parents and community 
members, thereby meeting its numerical goals, as follows: 
 

• Transition Age Youth (TAY): 11 adults 
• Rural Forum: 12 adults 
• ASB Training: 17 adults 
• Spring Caravan: 14 adults 

 
Outcome 1: Additional participation in ASB meetings. 
 
Outcome 2: Improved perception of ASB members’ ability to effect change. 

 
Output 1 
 
Needs assessment of community, family, and student needs 
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A needs assessment was completed during Year 1 and was the basis for Year 2 
community-based activities. 
 
Among those Year 2 activities was the January 26, 2018 Kodiak Archipelago Rural 
Regional Leadership Forum, which KEF, along with rural ASB members, parents, 
community members, KIBSD and Kodiak Island Housing Authority staff helped 
plan. The forum’s major agenda item concerned the educational challenges 
facing rural schools and their students. KEF hosted several sessions during which 
participants set priorities for future ASB workshops. 
 
At the meeting, participants were asked, as ASB members, to rate their most 
pressing needs on a scale from 1 to 4. As Chart 1 indicates, communication 
between ASBs and the KIBSD school board was seen as the most pressing need. 
Almost as important were training for new ASB members, information on ASB 
responsibilities, and access to available community resources to help ASB 
members. Slightly less pressing were strategies ASB members might use to plan 
goals and activities, and ways to hold effective ASB meetings. 
 

 
 

Chart 1: ASB Needs, Gathered at Rural Forum 2018 
n=12 

 
Discussions during the Rural Forum were far-ranging, but the major points raised 
by participants can be summarized as follows: 
 
• In 2006, the district drafted ASB Best Practices. These are helpful, should be 

further disseminated, and can be the basis for future effectiveness of ASBs. 
• In the recent past, ASBs have not been an effective way for local people to 

exercise control or leadership, or to have their voices heard by the school 
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board. The relationship between the ASBs and the KIBSD School Board needs 
to be rebuilt. 

• An ASB handbook that is factual and consistent across the entire district is 
needed.  

• Similarly, training for ASB members is needed. 
• More communication among ASBs should occur through, for example, 

quarterly teleconferences. 
• Teachers should be more involved with ASBs. 
• As an offshoot of the previous point, teachers should see themselves as part 

of the communities, not as outside of them. 
• The election process for ASBs has been inconsistent and needs to be 

formalized and communicated. 
• Within communities, there is a low level of involvement with ASBs. 
 
Output 2 
 
Design and Deliver, in coordination with a contractor, a one-day educational 
youth empowerment workshop for students and community members [in 
combination with TAY] in Years 2 and 3.  
 
In October 25 and 26, 2017, KEF helped plan the Transition Aged Youth (TAY) 
seminar (see Appendix C for a description from the KEF website). This is an 
annual event for rural students and parents, giving them an opportunity to 
attend job fairs, undertake job shadowing, and receive information in 
preparation for applying for and attending college.  The 2017 event was 
attended by 40 rural students. 
 
The evaluation team attended the gathering and noted the following strengths 
of the workshop: 
 
• The Financial Life Game and Job Shadowing were well-liked and seemed to 

be highlights for the students. 
• The gathering provided excellent experiences for students who do not get 

hands-on college and career focus in the villages. 
• This was a good utilization of partner resources involving KIBSD, KANA, and 

KEF to create an event that one organization would have difficulty doing on 
its own. 

• The presentations were on point and the questions that were asked of the 
students were well constructed. The facilitator did a good job tying the 
activities and conversations to the main thread of educational empowerment 
that was written into the grant. 

• The students that the evaluators interviewed said they had never before 
thought about the questions posed at the workshop. Students actively 
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considered the relevance of the information to their lives, were receptive to 
the material, and enjoyed the activities. 

 
Chart 2 shows the level of adult satisfaction with the October 2017 TAY event. 
Participants were asked to rate their agreement to eight statements on a scale 
from 1 to 5. 
 

 
 

Chart 2: Adult Assessment of TAY, October 2017 
n=11 

 
Respondents rated the overall quality of the workshop quite highly and 
responded that it was interesting and engaging. They reported gaining the least 
in the areas of learning to support their students as they seek information on 
high education, and building their own confidence on their ability to support 
their children as they move toward high school graduation. This result indicates 
that KEF’s efforts to provide this information through a weeklong immersion are 
appropriate. 
 
The evaluation team offers recommendations for improvements in the 2018 TAY 
event below (pp. 24 ff.). 
 
As noted above, KEF also attended the January 2018 Kodiak Archipelago Rural 
Regional Leadership Forum, at which time participants helped develop goals for 
future ASB workshops, both for sitting and prospective ASB members. 
 
Output 3 
 
KEF REAs will design and facilitate one Family, School and Community 
Engagement opportunity per semester in each community.  
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Plans to Implement these opportunities were made in April 2018 when the new 
Logic Model was adopted. During Year 2 of the project, staff planned and carried 
out a “Spring Caravan” in the villages of Port Lions and Ouzinkie on May 14 and 
15, 2018. These two days were designed to engage parents, teachers, and 
students in conversations and activities that would encourage long-term 
participation in each village’s educational system. The Caravans built on 
conversations previously undertaken during both TAY (October 2017) and the 
Rural Forum (January 2018) in Kodiak. 
 
The facilitators led the communities in problem-solving and action plans on three 
issues: 
 
1. Increased community engagement 
2. Support of teacher retention 
3. Increased student graduation rates 
 
Seven students and eight community members participated in Port Lions. 
Comments from parents were: 

 
• “What needs to happen in our community is train Alaska Natives to be 

teachers – teachers who want to come back to the community.” 
• “Let’s not educate the students to leave the community.  Let’s educate to 

bring them home to the community.” 
 

In Ouzinkie, 18 students and 5 community members participated. The students 
produced a “Vision Board” communicating their passions: 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Vision Board by Ouzinkie 
Students, May 2018 

 
Courtesy of Darsha Squartsoff 
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In Ouzinkie, the adults spent a great deal of time venting frustrations about the 
educational system. A common concern was the prevalence of online courses 
when there are few students enrolled in a given class. Parents offered many 
cogent reasons why this resulted in sub-standard education for their children. 
The Ouzinkie parents did not come up with action plans as had their Port Lions 
peers. Their contributions confirmed the wisdom of holding an ASB training 
session later in the summer, where adults could funnel their frustrations and 
experiences into positive steps. 
 
The KEF Executive Director received positive feedback from adults who 
participated in both Caravan days. He was told that parents felt they had a voice 
and a possible way forward. They also expressed appreciation that KEF had 
traveled to the villages, rather than require that they go to Kodiak for the 
gathering. 
 
As the staff considered plans for a second Caravan in the fall of 2018 to the 
villages of Akhiok and Old Harbor, they agreed that breaking the communities 
into student and adult groups worked well. KEF also intends to hold Spring 
Caravans during Spring Semester 2019. 
 
Output 4 
 
Maintain a Facebook page; families and community members will use it for 
information and community-building.  
 
KEF has set up and maintained a Facebook presence, one that garners relatively 
robust usage. It can be found at 
https://www.facebook.com/KoniagEducationFoundation (see Appendix D for a 
screen shot from that site). Staff regularly adds content and visuals to the page. 
KEF has collected data on its usage, illustrated on Charts 3 and 4. 
 
Chart 3 shows selected data on the use of the KEF Facebook page over two four-
month periods: September to December 2016 (Year 1) and September to 
December 2017 (Year 2). This time of year was chosen as the most likely stretch 
during which seniors would be searching for assistance in applying for 
scholarships and colleges. As the data shows, the Facebook page received much 
more use during Year 1 than Year 2, a finding for which the evaluators have no 
explanation. 
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Chart 3: Facebook Use over a 4-month Period: September to December 2016 and 2017 
n=1614 

 
Chart 4 (following) shows data on the use of the KEF Facebook page over two 
different four-month periods: April to August 2017 (Year 1) and April to August 
2018 (Year 2). “Visitation” was again higher during Year 1, though still substantial 
during Year 2. A comparison of Charts 3 and 4 shows that total visitation and 
total “Likes” were also higher during the two spring semesters than during the 
two previous fall semesters. At the same time, the other metrics show little 
variation between Fall and Spring. The evaluators have no explanation for this 
variation, nor for the greater Facebook use during Year 1 than Year 2 of the 
project. 
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Chart 4: Facebook Use over a 4-month Period: April to August 2017 and 2018 
n=2890 

 
Output 5 
 
KEF will provide training for Advisory School Board members consisting of two 
video conferences and one in-person meeting each during Years 2 and 3.  
 
During Year 2, KEF began its interactions with ASB members during the Rural 
Regional Leadership Forum (January 2018; described above) at which time ASB 
members were engaged in roundtable discussions of their roles and frustrations. 
This meeting was followed on June 22, 2018 by a workshop facilitated by Raven’s 
Group, held in Kodiak and attended by 17 ASB current (8) and prospective (9) 
Advisory School Board members.  

 
The training objectives for the June 22 training were to clarify ASB roles, identify 
at most two issues for ASB members to work on during the 2018-19 school year, 
and develop a communication strategy so ensure that community needs be 
conveyed to the sitting KIBSD school board. 
 
All five participating communities were represented at the meeting. In addition, 
two representatives from the school district, the superintendent and principal of 
the rural schools, attended. Participants were encouraged by the attendance of 
these school district officials: it became clear that the administration had not 
been aware of many of the issues facing the ASBs before the workshop. In 
addition to the Raven’s Group facilitators, additional observations and 
participation were made by the project evaluators and KEF project staff. 
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At the beginning of the training, audience members requested specific 
information on how ASBs operated, the relationship between the school board 
and the ASBs, and how the election of ASB members was handled. Participants 
were divided into five groups and each was provided a copy of the 2016 ASB 
Handbook (whose existence was a surprise to some participants) that had been 
prepared by the school district and were instructed to find the answers to their 
questions, to the extent possible, in that handbook. They were also asked to 
brainstorm ways to improve the operation and effectiveness of the ASBs. 
 
In the afternoon, the group focused on setting goals for the next year. Each 
village ASB except Akhiok (whose member was not present in the afternoon) 
voiced a separate set of goals for itself. These were: 
 
• Port Lions 

§ establish an effective ASB seat 
§ develop a newsletter to communicate with parents and community at 

large 
§ invite community members who do not have children at the school back 

into the school 
 

• Larsen Bay 
§ This group did not arrive at specific goals. Rather, they were concerned 

with the immanent closure of the school since, as of June 22, there were 
only four students enrolled in the school. Later in the summer, a new 
family subsequently moved into the village, ensuring that the school 
continued for the 2018-19 school year. 

 
• Old Harbor 

§ Will review seats and elections status for ASB. 
§ Develop a plan to welcome new teachers in the form of a “Welcome 

Community Night” 
 

• Ouzinkie 
§ Focused on how to get students involved and engaged in school and 

school activities, such as Native Youth Olympics. 
§ Discussed parent training to help students with homework. 
§ Planned to continue sending students to special events that highlight the 

important of education. 
§ Talked about ways to bring more parents back into the school. 

 
In addition, the superintendent and rural principals committed to work to fix 
problems with communication and irregular election procedures. 
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The evaluation team interviewed the participants at the end of the session and 
received largely positive comments about the training. Specific responses were: 
 
• It was good to see the other schools, but each village has its own unique 

struggles. 
• This gave me some more insight after having served on ASB for the last 

several years. 
• I now know we can release school members if they don’t show up for 

meetings. 
• New Advisory School Board members need training. 
• I will continue to work on learning about ASB. 
• We are all in this together. 

 
 

 
 

Chart 5: ASB Workshop Satisfaction, June 2018 
n=17 

 
The 17 participants of the ASB training completed a survey, during which they 
rated their satisfaction with nine aspects of the workshop on a scale from 1 to 5. 
Chart 5 shows their responses. They expressed a high degree of overall 
satisfaction with the workshop (4.41), and even more enthusiasm for 
recommending the workshop to others (4.53). They gave the lowest scores in 
response to prompts about learning effective communication (3.41), learning 
school district policies related to ASBs (3.47), and the development of a vision for 
a healthy school environment in their villages (3.47). 
 
Despite these good results, KEF did not fully complete the proposed activities for 
Output 5; the plan called for two video conferences and one in-person 
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workshop. In fact, two in-person workshops were held but no video conferences 
occurred. 
 
Output 6 
 
KEF will hold a Spring Caravan in Ouzinkie and Port Lions, and a summer 
caravan in Old Harbor, Akhiok, and Larsen Bay. 
 
KEF held a Spring Caravan in Ouzinkie and Port Lions, but has not yet held the 
proposed summer caravan in Old Harbor, Akhiok, and Larsen Bay. At this point, 
KEF plans to hold a caravan in those three villages during the Fall 2018 Semester. 
See above for a description of the May 2018 Caravan. 

 
 
Objective 2:  Increase Alaska Native graduation rate from 68% to 82%.  
 
KEF does not yet have figures on this measure to compare students during Year 1 with Year 2. 
This data is provided by the Alaska Department of Education and Early Development each fall. 
However, KEF did identify four related outcomes and undertook a number of activities 
(outputs) designed to affect this measure. 

 
Outcome 1: Increased high school graduation rate. 
 
Outcome 2: Improved attitude toward school and graduation. 
 
Outcome 3: Improved knowledge of Post-secondary education opportunities. 
 
Outcome 4: Improved family knowledge of on-track status for each student. 

 
Output 1 
 
Provide Distance Mentoring for students 
 
During Year 2, REAs and locally-based mentors reported little or no interaction 
with students in the region. The exceptions were: 
 

• In Larsen Bay, the mentor reported having had a single mentoring session 
with one student over the phone, but provided no report on its content 
or results. 

• In October 2017, over a five-day period, the Akhiok REA spoke 
individually with two teachers, eight parents, and two students, some of 
them more than once. In each case the conversations were informational 
(what the project might do) or complaints (about, for instance, lack of 
community involvement). 
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• Two mentors spoke with the assembled group of 14 students who 
attended the August 2018 Immersion in Anchorage, but this was not 
actually “distance mentoring” since the mentors did not respond to 
specific issues facing students who were preparing for PSE. 

 
There were no other reported incidents of mentoring, and none that involved 
mentoring students as they navigated their paths to post-secondary education. 
As a result, the KEF team is currently rethinking whether the distance mentoring 
Output might be eliminated from the project’s plan. 
 
Output 2 
 
In-person mentoring, in students’ communities during REA community visits in 
Years 2 and 3.  
 
KEF dealt with this objective by holding a Spring Caravan in Ouzinkie and Port 
Lions, and will undertake a falltime caravan in Old Harbor, Akhiok, and Larsen 
Bay in November 2018. See above for a description of the May 2018 event. 
 
In addition, students had the opportunity to learn about PSE opportunities in 
October 2017 at an event cosponsored by KEF, the TAY gathering in Kodiak, and 
through a weeklong Immersion experience in Anchorage (see the discussion on 
Output 4, below). 
 
Student levels of satisfaction with the TAY event are reflected in Chart 6, p. 26. 
The 20 participating students were asked to indicate their levels of agreement 
with seven statements on a scale from 1 to 5. As their responses show, they 
ranked the overall workshop more highly (at an average of 4.18) than they did 
any of its constituent parts. Interestingly, this figure reports precisely the same 
degree of satisfaction that the students’ parents anticipated for their students in 
their responses to the workshop (see p. 15). The students gave the lowest 
rankings to their confidence in applying for PSEs (3.5) and knowledge gained 
about community and cultural resources available to them (3.55). They felt, 
overall, that the week had been interesting and engaging (4.11). 
 
The evaluation staff observed the October 2017 TAY event and offers the 
following recommendations for future TAY events: 

 
• Spend more time on ice-breakers that mix students together by different 

villages. Forcing students out of their comfort zones and normal group of 
friends generally yields better growth for the student and better results 
from the activities.  Many students stuck together in groups of friends, 
which may have contributed to disruptive behaviors. 
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• Make consistent attendance a requirement. Some students were taken 
out in the middle of activities several times or before an activity and 
returned in the middle of it. This movement in and out of the activities 
led to student pairs being broken up, thereby minimizing the goal and 
scope of the activity. This is also disruptive to activities that are 
scaffolded and built on previous activities, with new students having no 
frame of reference or buy-in through the process. 

• The activities and conversations that the facilitator led would be better 
suited towards the end of the week after students have been exposed to 
the post-secondary education material, job shadowing, and finance fair. 
The students would have had time to acclimate to one another after 
some understanding and trust had been built between students and 
adults.  

• Communication and scheduling issues arose between the school district 
and partner organizations. A specific example was the school calendar 
superseding the schedule with the result that the facilitator’s Thursday 
morning presentation and activities had to be condensed into an hour 
presentation at the end of the day when students were tired from an 
active day of activities. 

• Offer mid-morning and mid-afternoon snacks for students.  Students had 
to wait six hours between lunch and dinner.  Snacks always help as a way 
to re-energize students and offer a welcome break in the hard work. 

• Establish initial rules of engagement that are open-ended and 
contributed by students, instead of an already stated set of agreements.  
This approach would take more time but the open format would 
empower students and re-invigorate them in reflecting on their 
newfound understandings gained during the event. 

• Remove adults who do not want to actively participate during activities. 
Some adults were distracting and did not follow the rules that had been 
established for the group. As a result, the students also failed to follow 
the rules based on role-modeling behavior of adults. Those adults who 
remain in the room should fully participate.  

• Incorporate more activity.  Students always appeared to perk up when 
they were allowed to move and flex; the evaluators observed that higher 
levels of engagement carried into the next activity. 
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Chart 6: Student Satisfaction with TAY, October 2017 
n=20 

 
Output 3 
 
Publicize and maintain web portal  
 
See above for a discussion of the Facebook page maintained by KEF. In addition, 
KEF has an active website (see Appendices B and C for screen captures from the 
website) at https://koniageducation.org/. See the discussion of Output 5 below 
for details on the contents of this website. 
 
Output 4 
 
KEF provides an Immersion for rural high school students to prepare them for 
PSE application and attendance 
 
As KEF staff realized the ineffectiveness of their distance and direct mentoring 
attempts, they determined to try another avenue for helping village students 
learn about the application processes and opportunities for post-secondary 
education. They hired an indigenous firm, Raven’s Group, to plan and implement 
a weeklong immersion camp for up to 20 students, to be held in Anchorage at 
the University of Alaska Anchorage campus immediately before school started in 
2018. Recruitment for students was achieved through direct contact from KEF 
staff in Kodiak and the villages, and through information provided on the 
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Facebook page. See Appendix D for a screen shot from the KEF Facebook page 
describing this event. 
 
The August 2018 Immersion, like other student-centered programs offered by 
KEF during Year 2, was designed for three purposes: to improve and increase 
student information about post-secondary opportunities, improve the skills they 
will need to be successful at those programs, and motivate students to do well in 
school so they will take advantage of the opportunities provided. 
 
Fourteen students, ages 15 to 18 (grades 9 to recent high school graduate), 
attended the immersion. Of the total, five came from Akhiok, two from Port 
Lions, and one from Old Harbor. The other six students came from Kodiak. The 
agenda offered a variety of experiences for the students. During the week, 
students were involved in: 
 

• A variety of ice breaker, bonding, and team-building activities 
• The “College Game” through which students learned about costs and 

ways of paying for college 
• Tour of Alaska Pacific University 
• Personal goal-setting and reflection 
• Personality tests to pair interests and abilities to careers 
• University of Alaska Anchorage Scavenger Hunt 
• Job Corps Tour 
• Tour of Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson 
• Sign-ups to KEF Scholarship database 
• Movies in Anchorage 
• Rock-climbing 
• Swimming 
• Mall shopping 
• Planning an agenda for future KEF Immersions 

 
The evaluators observed a sample of activities during which they noted student 
attitudes and behavior, interactions between staff and students, and overall 
student affect. All students engaged in all activities observed. Most were visibly 
kind to each other and thoughtful of other students’ needs, though there were 
some tensions between particular students. Student engagement levels were 
high. As a way to more accurately gauge students’ responses to the Immersion, 
the evaluators held three focus groups. The interview protocol is attached as 
Appendix E. 
 
A sample of responses obtained during the focus groups includes: 
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1. Benefits of the immersion to you: 
Learned of opportunities in Anchorage and Alaska in general; learned about 
paying for college; taught me options, such as going into the National Guard to 
help pay for college. 
 
2. What did you like? 
JBER tour; APU tour; the variety of locations and variety of types of activities; 
group games; getting to DO rather than just SIT and LISTEN; College Game; 
flexibility; hearing from the interns. 
 
3. What didn’t you like? 
Strict rules about visiting friends after hours; days were really long; having to 
wait for some students who were always late; didn’t get an agenda, which I 
would have liked; wanted to go to AVTEC; in general, trying to get everyone 
organized was sometimes frustrating. 
 
4. What did you learn? 
I can be more social and stretch myself; I feel I’ve gotten more mature; it’s a 
preview of what life’s going to be; made me realize college sounds great; I 
learned what my possible career choices are; I can get out of college debt-free, 
depending on my success in getting scholarships; made me want to go to college 
more and think about how to prepare for college; I learned to take education 
more seriously and take opportunities then they come; I learned there might be 
opportunities in Alaska for me. 
 
5. How prepared do you feel for PSE? 
Chart 7 shows growth in students’ perceived preparedness (on a scale from 0 to 
10) for PSE programs after having completed the immersion. 
 

 
 

Chart 7: Perceived Readiness for PSE: 2018 Student Responses 
n=8 
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6. Talk about the staff: 
They were nice people; I liked how they accommodated my needs; they didn’t 
just sit out activities, but did them with us. They were easy to get along with, 
funny, happy, understanding, responsible, enthusiastic, prepared, helpful; they 
were good but strict about visiting; they needed to work on communication 
among themselves because they weren’t always consistent. 
 
7. Biggest challenge: 
Talking in front of people I didn’t know; spending time with people I don’t know; 
waking up early; adaptability and willingness to change my mind. 
 
8. Additional support you would like from KEF: 
Come to Kodiak more often, for instance to college and career fairs; let the world 
know more about this opportunity [Immersion]; have students talk to us and 
give advice based on their experiences. 
 
9. Other comments: 
Do this more often; give us more “chill” time; split the group up so there would 
be more options for us; be less strict about visiting each other in the evening. 
 
In addition to speaking with the students, the evaluators interviewed Immersion 
staff to learn their assessment of the week. Overall, the four day-staff members 
expressed satisfaction with the experience. They acknowledged that there were 
some rough spots that were inevitable the first time this type of program is 
implemented, but they expressed confidence that they can easily fix those 
problems for future Immersions. The planned agenda was not fully followed, 
since some activities took longer than expected and some planned activities 
were not feasible, given time and transportation issues.  
 
Specific recommendations for changes in the future, which are a combination of 
suggestions from Immersion staff, KEF administrative staff, students, and the 
evaluators, include: 
 

• Have more control over the recruitment processes to ensure that all 
students and parents hear the same information about the Immersion 
and its expected outcomes and rules. 

• Restrict the Immersion to students from villages. Recruit specifically from 
Ouzinkie, which has a large student population but was not represented 
in this year’s Immersion. 

• Hold a longer Immersion to allow for more experiences. 
• Have students stay in dorms rather than a hotel. 
• Hold the Immersion immediately after school ends in May, rather than 

just before the next school year begins. 
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• Recruit only incoming sophomores, juniors, and seniors. 
• Open the Immersion to no more than 20 students. The optimum number 

of students for such an experience is 15 to 20. 
• Incorporate more Sugpiaq/Alutiiq culture in the agenda. 
• Do more outdoor and movement activities with students. 
• Provide more tours, such as AVTEC in Seward and, if possible, UAF and 

UAS so students can learn the range of possibilities available to them. 
• Be sure students have access to computers and internet connections in 

the future. 
• Train Immersion staff more fully to ensure that each staff member can 

lead each activity with confidence. 
• Engage in a mock run-through of completing the FAFSA form. 
• Give students more opportunities to work with budgets and to budget 

themselves during the Immersion. 
• Be more explicit about rules. In particular, prohibit visits off-campus to 

parents. 
 

Staff reported that the Immersion met its objectives. They felt the students had 
benefited most from: 
 

• Exposure to career and college programs 
• Preparation for post-secondary experiences 
• Information from slightly older mentors who could speak from personal 

experience 
• Signing up for the scholarship database 

 
Staff noted some growth in student confidence, team-oriented behavior, and 
knowledge over the week, although some students remained “individualistic” – a 
finding that staff believed applied more to the Kodiak students than those from 
the villages. One staff member said, “I was especially impressed with their 
presentation skills. They were confident and open with each other despite being 
from different locations on Kodiak Island.” 
 
One staff member suggested the following: “My only other recommendation is 
that there can be a cultural component added to the immersion. From personal 
experiences, students tend to feel the need to drop their indigenous identity for 
the western lifestyle. If cultural components are added to the next immersion, I 
feel that student may adapt to the post-secondary life with ease.” 
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Chart 8: Pre-Program Survey Comparison, Fall 2017 and August 2018 
n=16 (2017); n=14 (2018) 

 
As a way to measure baseline knowledge, abilities, and attitudes as they relate 
to post-secondary education, the evaluators asked these 14 students, as they 
had the 16 students who participated in the October 2017 TAY event, to 
complete an 89-question survey (Appendix A) rating themselves on various 
education-related abilities, habits, and attitudes on a scale from 1 to 5. Chart 7 
shows responses in the pre-program survey made by these two groups of 
students. 
 
As Chart 8 indicates, even before the Immersion students expressed a fairly high 
level of confidence in their abilities except in the areas of financial knowledge 
and time management. There was little difference between the two groups of 
students, although by the end of the school year when the immersion was held, 
those participants who chose to attend the Immersion scored themselves 
noticeably higher on average in academic abilities and financial knowledge than 
had the October respondents. This could have been due to their having had an 
additional year of schooling behind them. It is also tempting to suggest that the 
differences are due to the self-selection of college-bound students in the 2018 
immersion group, but this explanation is undercut by the fact that this latter 
group scored only marginally higher than did the TAY group in academic 
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attitudes, which measured, among other things, intention to continue schooling 
after high school. 
 
The same survey was to be administered to the Immersion students at the end 
of their weeklong experience. However, this did not occur, so KEF staff 
attempted to gather student responses to the survey after they had returned to 
their homes. This effort was only partly successful: only half of the immersion 
students sent in the post-immersion surveys. 
 
Chart 9 shows the post-immersion responses of the seven students in 
comparison with the entire group’s pre-immersion scores. Because of the limited 
number of responses, these results cannot be considered indicative of student 
growth, and so are provided here without comment. 
 

 
 

Chart 9: Comparison of 2018 Student Readiness, Pre- and Post-Immersion 
n=14 (pre-immersion); n=7 (post-immersion) 
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Output 5 
 
Develop tracking system to ensure that students complete PSE applications.  
 
KEF has uploaded a tracking system called Fluid Review onto its website 
koniageducation.org. This allows students to establish an account that includes 
personal contact and financial aid information, learn about scholarship 
opportunities, practice writing applications to post-secondary education 
programs, actually apply for scholarships, and track their progress toward 
awards. The website also provides downloadable forms for various scholarship 
application opportunities. As of the end of August 2018, 144 Alutiiq students 
were currently receiving KEF scholarships. 
 
The following image demonstrates the status of 462 student scholarship 
applications as of a particular moment in time. 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Applicant Progress as Reported on Tracking System; downloaded September 18, 2018 
 
KEF Project Manager Germaine Salmine personally enrolled all 14 students who 
attended the August 2018 Immersion in the KEF website database for 
scholarship applications. 
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Output 6 
 
KEF will hold a Spring Caravan in Ouzinkie and Port Lions, and a summer 
caravan in Old Harbor, Akhiok, and Larsen Bay. 
 
KEF held a Spring Caravan in Ouzinkie and Port Lions, and will undertake an as-
yet unscheduled falltime caravan in Old Harbor, Akhiok, and Larsen Bay. See 
above for a description of the May 2018 event. 

 
Objective 3:  Increase teacher retention to 60% retention by the end of Year 3.  
 
Due to the complex and myriad reasons teachers choose to stay or leave employ in a given 
school, KEF has limited ability and no authority to control this measure. However, the 
mentorship project has determined four avenues that work toward improving teacher 
retention and has undertaken several activities (outputs) that are designed to have an effect on 
the objective. 
 

Outcome 1: Improve teacher aides’ skills at tutoring and supporting classroom 
teachers. 
 
Outcome 2: Improve teacher aides’ confidence as professionals. 
 
Outcome 3: Increase teachers’ knowledge of local culture and resources. 
 
Outcome 4: Increase teachers’ knowledge of cultural educational resources. 

 
Output 1 
 
Prepare and provide a booklet about the community for new teachers 
 
In September 2017, REA Michael Rostad began a draft of a “welcome book” for 
teachers new to Old Harbor. It contains a brief history of Old Harbor, information 
about teacher housing, where to get groceries and other creature comforts, 
information about transportation to and from the village, village services, local 
and state laws relevant to the teachers’ new situation, and cultural etiquette. It 
also includes a list of helpful names and contact numbers. 
 
As of August 2018, the Regional Education Coordinator is building on that draft 
to produce a book that will be useful to all new teachers in all the target villages. 
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Output 2 
 
Provide training for teacher aides 
 
KEF did not undertake training for teacher aides during Year 2. However, the 
organization did contract with Raven’s Group, an indigenous project 
management and evaluation firm, to research possible certification and credit 
avenues for teacher aides. Project managers began discussions of options for 
assisting teacher aides in October 2018, toward a possible roll-out of 
professional development options in the fall or spring of 2018-19. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Alutiiq Education Website Home Page; downloaded September 18, 2018 
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Output 3 
 
Make available an Alutiiq Education online database for new teachers 
 
The teacher handbook referenced in Output 1 above is set to include 
comprehensive information on resources available to teachers, including the KEF 
website (https://koniageducation.org), its Facebook page 
(https://www.facebook.com/KoniagEducationFoundation), a website with lesson 
plans and cultural resources at alutiiqeducation.org,  and an Alutiiq cultural 
resources website hosted by the Alutiiq Museum (https://alutiiqmuseum.org).  
 
The screen capture above shows the home page for one of those resources, the 
alutiiqeducation.org website. 
 
Output 4 
 
KEF will hold a Spring Caravan in Ouzinkie and Port Lions, and a summer 
caravan in Old Harbor, Akhiok, and Larsen Bay. 
 
KEF held a Spring Caravan in Ouzinkie and Port Lions, and will undertake a 
falltime caravan in Old Harbor, Akhiok, and Larsen Bay in November 2018. See 
above for a description of the May 2018 event. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
During Year 2, Koniag Education Foundation made considerable progress in planning effective 
activities that speak to project objectives. KEF filled out its staffing, which allowed it to 
complete most of the planned grant activities. Finally, KEF was nimble and flexible in finding 
ways to achieve its goals when initial plans proved to be ineffective or unfeasible. The prime 
example of this was the hiring of Raven’s Group to hold a mentoring immersion for high school 
students as an adjunct to whatever village-based mentoring might occur. The experience was 
highly successful and will be repeated during Year 3. 
 
In short, all project objectives were addressed and most are well on their way to their desired 
results. 
 
The exception lies in the area of teacher retention. The original project plan was flawed in 
setting an expectation that could not be achieved, given KEF’s position as an advisory, not 
supervisory entity, and given the many reasons outside of KEF’s control for a teacher’s decision 
to leave his or her village teaching position. Initially, KEF offered teachers opportunities for 
cultural enrichment training, but could not require teachers’ participation. Teachers reported 
themselves too consumed with required tasks to take advantage of these offerings, and KIBSD 
found the KEF-sponsored opportunities to be outside the teachers’ contracts and therefore 
could not be made mandatory. This failure led the KEF staff to reconsider ways to have an 
effect on teacher retention. They came up with three modest, but still valid adjustments: 
 

• Teachers would be provided with resources and guided in how to find ways to 
incorporate Alutiiq culture into their classrooms, but would not be required nor 
monitored in doing so. 

• Teachers would be invited to participate in cultural events that are planned by KEF staff, 
rather than be expected to undertake their own events. 

• Teachers would be helped by improving the skills of their aides, who would in turn be 
provided with targeted workshops on cultural-rich activities that lead to higher student 
achievement. 

 
The first two items were undertaken during Year 2, and the third was researched and planned. 
KEF staff report that they intend to undertake teacher aide workshops during Year 3. 
 
As KEF begins Year 3 of this grant, it is poised to have a lasting effect on its students. 
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APPENDIX A 
Evaluation Instruments  

 
Form #1 

KONIAG EDUCATION FOUNDATION 
Community Mentorship Program 

Student Pre- and Post- Immersion Survey 

School: 

Gender: 

For each item identified below, circle the number  
to the right that matches how much you agree or disagree with a given statement on a scale of 1-5. 

 

Item 

Scale 

Item 

Scale 

D
is
a
g
r
e
e 

 

A
g
r
e
e 

D
is
a
g
r
e
e 

 

A
g
r
e
e 

1. I use school resources to look 
for jobs. 

1 2 3 4 5 
2. I talk about my school plans with 

teachers, counselors and 
possible employers. 

1 2 3 4 5 

3. I know where to get help with 
my schoolwork. 

1 2 3 4 5 4. I read to improve my work skills. 1 2 3 4 5 

5. I know how much education I 
need for the job I want. 

1 2 3 4 5 
6. I read to learn more about 

subjects that interest me. 
1 2 3 4 5 

7. I have a career plan. 1 2 3 4 5 
8. I know how to find the money I 

will need to help pay for college. 
1 2 3 4 5 

9. I can access the internet. 1 2 3 4 5 
10. I can set up a free email 

account. 
1 2 3 4 5 

11. I have or know how to get a 
passport. 

1 2 3 4 5 
12. I have a bank account or I know 

how to set one up. 
1 2 3 4 5 

13. I know how to track my bank 
balance. 

1 2 3 4 5 
14. I understand the possible 

problems with using credit cards 
too much. 

1 2 3 4 5 

15. I know how to search and pay 
for housing. 

1 2 3 4 5 
16. I know how to set a monthly 

budget for myself and/or my 
family. 

1 2 3 4 5 

17. I have or know how to get a 
driver’s license. 

1 2 3 4 5 
18. I know how to use public 

transportation in an unfamiliar 
town or city. 

1 2 3 4 5 

19. I am part of a group besides my 
family, that I know cares about 
me. 

1 2 3 4 5 
20. I know who to turn to if I have 

problems at school. 
1 2 3 4 5 
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21. I take constructive criticism 
about myself or my work 
without getting angry. 

1 2 3 4 5 
22. I almost always get to class on 

time. 
1 2 3 4 5 

23. I plan enough time to study for 
each of my courses. 

1 2 3 4 5 
24. I prepare daily or weekly “to do” 

lists. 
1 2 3 4 5 

25. I avoid activities which interfere 
with my planned schedule. 

1 2 3 4 5 
26. I break complicated problems 

into smaller pieces. 
1 2 3 4 5 

27. I give myself enough time to 
make important decisions. 

1 2 3 4 5 

28. I prefer to tackle assignments 
that are due today or tomorrow, 
rather than think about doing 
things in the future. 

1 2 3 4 5 

29. Things often take longer than I 
plan, so I am always trying to 
catch up. 

1 2 3 4 5 
30. I tend to put assignments off 

until later, since I work better 
under pressure. 

1 2 3 4 5 

31. I have a favorite place to study. 1 2 3 4 5 
32. I study in places without any 

distractions. 
1 2 3 4 5 

33. I can concentrate for at least 20 
minutes at a time. 

1 2 3 4 5 
34. I am confident in my ability to 

maintain concentration. 
1 2 3 4 5 

35. When I study, I have a goal of 
remembering the information 
afterward. 

1 2 3 4 5 
36. I am good at remembering 

things I study. 
1 2 3 4 5 

37. I am able to express my 
thoughts in writing. 

1 2 3 4 5 
38. I write rough drafts of 

assignments. 
1 2 3 4 5 

39. I take some time between 
writing a draft and finishing an 
assignment. 

1 2 3 4 5 
40. I review my writing for spelling 

and grammar errors. 
1 2 3 4 5 

41. I am comfortable searching for 
references and research 
information. 

1 2 3 4 5 

42. I allow myself enough time to 
collect information, organize my 
thoughts and write an 
assignment. 

1 2 3 4 5 

43. My classes are interesting. 1 2 3 4 5 44. I am intelligent. 1 2 3 4 5 

45. I can learn new ideas quickly in 
school. 

1 2 3 4 5 
46. I am glad that I am in the KEF 

program. 
1 2 3 4 5 

47. I work hard at school. 1 2 3 4 5 
48. I think KEF will be a good match 

for me. 
1 2 3 4 5 

49. My teachers care about me. 1 2 3 4 5 
50. Doing well in school is important 

to me. 
1 2 3 4 5 

51. I complete schoolwork regularly. 1 2 3 4 5 
52. I am organized about my 

schoolwork. 
1 2 3 4 5 

53. I use a variety of strategies to 
learn new material. 

1 2 3 4 5 54. I am a responsible student. 1 2 3 4 5 

55. I spend a lot of time on my 
schoolwork. 

1 2 3 4 5 
56. I put a lot of effort into my 

schoolwork. 
1 2 3 4 5 

57. I am capable of getting straight 
A’s 

1 2 3 4 5 
58. I succeed on my own without 

help. 
1 2 3 4 5 

59. I choose who is important to me 1 2 3 4 5 60. I have some talents and skills. 1 2 3 4 5 

61. I let others help me succeed. 1 2 3 4 5 
62. I believe that every community 

is different. 
1 2 3 4 5 
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63. I am in charge of most decisions 
in my life. 

1 2 3 4 5 
64. If I move to a new place, I worry 

I will forget my values and 
identity. 

1 2 3 4 5 

65. I am a leader in some things. 1 2 3 4 5 66. Other people run my life. 1 2 3 4 5 

67. I contribute to my community. 1 2 3 4 5 
68. I have goals that are important 

to me. 
1 2 3 4 5 

69. What I do makes little 
difference in my community. 

1 2 3 4 5 
70. I know everything I need to 

know about life. 
1 2 3 4 5 

71. I will use my experience to help 
other youth. 

1 2 3 4 5 72. I have hope for my future. 1 2 3 4 5 

73. I believe that my relationship 
with others will help me 
succeed. 

1 2 3 4 5 
74. I care about cultural values and 

put them into use in my life. 
1 2 3 4 5 

75. If I move to a different place, I 
am still the same person. 

1 2 3 4 5 76. I know when to ask for help. 1 2 3 4 5 

77. I feel alone in my community. 1 2 3 4 5 
78. I am always learning something 

new. 
1 2 3 4 5 

79. I select the people I want to be 
around. 

1 2 3 4 5 
80. I know how to make good 

decisions. 
1 2 3 4 5 

81. I care about my personal values. 1 2 3 4 5 
82. I will always learn new things, 

even when I am older. 
1 2 3 4 5 

83. I am a strong person. 1 2 3 4 5 
84. I am willing to let others teach 

me what I need to learn. 
1 2 3 4 5 

85. I will succeed without learning 
much more. 

1 2 3 4 5 
86. I know how I fit in my 

community. 
1 2 3 4 5 

87. If others work together and 
support me, I believe I will 
succeed. 

1 2 3 4 5 
88. I want to learn what it takes to 

succeed. 
1 2 3 4 5 

89. I hope to create positive 
changes in my community. 

1 2 3 4 5  
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Form #2 
KEF Community Mentorship Program Student Mentoring Log 

 
How to use this form 

1. The mentor will write dates of sessions with students in the appropriate column, 
depending on the content of the session. If necessary, use more than one line per 
student. 

2. The mentor will total the number of mentoring sessions with each student and write 
that in the far right column. 

 
 

School:       Mentor: 
 
Dates this form covers: 
 

Student ID 
or initials 

Career 
Counseling 

Academic 
tutoring 

College 
readiness 

counseling  

Personal 
counseling 

Engagement 
in Cultural 
Activities 

Total # 
of 

sessions 
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       

 
3. On the back of this paper, please provide details on any of the activities that you feel 

were either especially effective or that you think should be rethought. 
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Form #3 
Koniag Education Foundation 

Survey for Teachers 
Prepared by Partnow Consulting ©2018 

 
Dear teachers, 
 
The Koniag Education Foundation has received a grant from the US Department of Education to 
increase school/community communication and improve student graduation rates. Could you 
please help us by completing this 8-question survey about your current practices and 
knowledge as they relate to local culture and history? Thank you. 
 

 
 

1. How important is the incorporation of Alutiiq/Sugpiaq cultural knowledge to your students’ 
education, in your opinion? 

 
1    2    3   4 
Not important at all  Helpful but not essential Very helpful  Essential 
 
2. Where have you learned about Alutiiq/Sugpiaq culture? Circle as many as apply. 
 

• I grew up in the culture 
• Through in-depth participation in subsistence and other cultural activities 
• Classes or workshops 
• Indirectly, by living in the village and observing what happens here 
• A local person has mentored me 
• Books 
• Museum visits 
• Websites 
• I really haven’t learned much yet 

 
 
3. How would you rate your knowledge of Alutiiq/Sugpiaq contemporary culture? 
 
1   2     3   4 
Hardly any  Just scratching the surface  Actively learning Expert 
 
4. How would you rate your knowledge of Alutiiq/Sugpiaq historical culture? 
 
1   2     3   4 
Hardly any  Just scratching the surface  Actively learning Expert 
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5. Please estimate the number of Alutiiq/Sugpiaq cultural activities or culture-based lessons 

you undertake in your classes each semester. 
 
1   2    3   4 
None   One    Two or three  More than three 
 
6. How would you rate your knowledge of where to find resources about Alutiiq/Sugpiaq 

culture? 
 
1   2   3   4 
I have no idea  Dimly aware  Pretty good idea I know of lots of possibilities 
 
7. How would you rate the availability of resources about Alutiiq/Sugpiaq culture in your 

community and/or school? 
 
1   2   3    4 
Nothing available Very little  It’s here if you know   Lots of information, 

where to look   easy to find 
 
8. Please let us know how useful you would find the following kinds of assistance, on a scale 

from 1 to 4 with 4 being extremely useful: 
 

• Courses or workshops to help me improve my knowledge of Alutiiq/Sugpiaq culture. 
 
1    2   3   4 
Useless         Extremely useful 
 

• Books or websites to help me improve my knowledge of Alutiiq/Sugpiaq culture. 
 
1    2   3   4 
Useless         Extremely useful 
 

• Names of people – such as knowledgeable parents of Elders – who would be able to visit 
my classroom to provide more information about Alutiiq/Sugpiaq culture. 

 
1    2   3   4 
Useless         Extremely useful 
 

• Ideas for how to incorporate Alutiiq/Sugpiaq cultural information into my teaching. 
 
1    2   3   4 
Useless         Extremely useful 
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• More cultural events in my community to which I am invited. 

 
1    2   3   4 
Useless         Extremely useful 
 
For the US Department of Education grant, it would be extremely helpful if you kept a log of: 
 

• The cultural activities you undertake in your classroom; and 
• The cultural activities you attend outside of your classroom for your own interest and 

edification. 
 
Thank you!  
 
The KEF staff and Patricia Partnow, Project Evaluator 
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Form #4 
KEF Community Mentorship Program 

Rural Education Advocate Log 
 

How to use this form 
1. The Rural Education Advocate will write dates of sessions, with whom the Advocate 

met, and describe what topics were discussed during the meeting in the appropriate 
column.  Each new meeting is a new line. 

2. If you spoke with more than one student, teacher, or community member AT THE SAME 
TIME on the SAME DATE, use a SEPARATE line for each person and you can then write 
“same as above” for the topics and notes. 

3. Attach additional paper to provide details on any of the activities that you felt were 
either especially effective or that you think should be done differently. 

 
School:________________________          Rural Education 
Advocate:_________________________ 
 
Dates this form covers:________________________________________ 
 

Date of 
Meeting 

Name of Person Topic(s) discussed or 
covered in meeting 

Notes (For Example: What was useful for the person, 
how did the person respond, what follow up is 

needed, etc.) 
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APPENDIX B 
Downloaded from https://koniageducation.org/community-mentorship-program/ 
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APPENDIX C 
Downloaded from https://koniageducation.org/tay-conference-helps-students-transition-post-

high-school/ 
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APPENDIX D 
Downloaded from 

https://www.facebook.com/KoniagEducationFoundation/photos/a.315722938509634/177099
1309649449/?type=3&theater 
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APPENDIX E 
 

Koniag Education Foundation 
Interview Protocol for Student Focus Group 

August 2018 
 

Interviewer: Date of Interview         /      /           # of students: 
 

1. Ask for names but assure students their responses will be anonymous. 

2. How has this week’s Immersion benefited you? 

3. What did you like about this Immersion? 

4. What didn’t you like? 

5. What have you learned this time? 

6. Do you feel more prepared for training or college after high school as a result of this 

experience? Explain. 

7. Did the staff seem to understand the issues that face you as you think about your future? 

Explain. 

8. What was the biggest challenge for you during this week? 

9. What additional support would you like from the Koniag Education Foundation? 

10. Any other comments about your experience with the project to will help the leaders 

improve it for future students? 
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